Moneys invested to track the S&P 500 totaled nearly $1 trillion as of the end of 2000, or roughly 8 percent of the market value of the 500 stocks in the index. Though index funds are clearly a significant investment vehicle, there has been little research into the investment strategies that indexers use.
Those who direct a manager to replicate the returns on the S&P 500 will evaluate that manager by how closely the managed returns track the index returns. The difference between the return realized by the indexer and the return on the index itself is called tracking error, and any tracking error, be it positive or negative, indicates a failure to track the index. In practice, tracking errors are often small. The tracking error of Barclays Global Investors, the largest indexer, averages 0.022 percent, or 2.2 basis points, per year over the last decade with a standard deviation of 2.8 basis points per year. Such small tracking errors, year by year, enable an investor to monitor an indexer's ability with precision.
The pioneering studies of Shleifer (1986) and Harris and Gurel (1986) initiated an extensive literature that has uniformly found abnormal returns when S&P adds or deletes a stock from its index.
1 The stylized conclusion is that stocks added to the index realize, on average, positive abnormal returns from the time of the announcement through the close on the change day, and a partial reversal thereafter. The earliest studies found abnormal returns of roughly 3 percent, while Bos (2000) , the most recent study, finds abnormal returns of close to 10 percent, perhaps reflecting the growth of indexed funds over these years. Those studies that have examined deletions find that the reverse applies to these changes.
In an important study, Beneish and Whaley (1996) use intraday data and show that prices do not adjust immediately when a stock is added to the index, suggesting a profit opportunity. Indeed, they conclude that indexers could enhance their returns by buying an indexer that adopts this early-trading strategy, rather than trading at the closing price on the day of the change, would have enhanced its return on average by 19.2 basis points per year. The additional returns were positive in five of these six years. Although the variance of these enhanced returns, as well as the covariances with other assets, is virtually unchanged, the standard deviation of the annual tracking error is 23.9 basis points-much greater than that of Barclays. As a consequence, an investor who requires that an indexer maintain tracking errors of just a few basis points a year is giving up additional returns, averaging 19.2 basis points per year. Forgoing these additional returns can be viewed as an agency cost in delegating investment decisions.
Beneish and Whaley conclude further that if indexers adopt this early-trading strategy, the partial adjustment to announcements of changes in the index will disappear, with virtually all of the adjustment occurring immediately. Since their study was published in 1996, indexers would have known of their findings for most of the years of this study-1996 though 2000. That the early trading strategy enhanced returns for five out of the six years ending in 2000 implies that market forces have not eliminated this partial adjustment. As argued below, this partial adjustment may stem from the fundamental directive to indexers to maintain minimal tracking errors. Further, if maintaining minimal tracking errors is the directive, one might expect market mechanisms to evolve that would allow indexers to maintain minimal tracking errors and perhaps even allow the larger indexers to use their bargaining power to recapture some of these forgone additional returns.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 describes investment strategies that have been used to track the S&P 500 and discusses the magnitudes of the possible tracking errors.
Section 2 provides direct estimates of the return characteristics of the early-trading strategy.
Section 3 examines the investment strategies utilized by indexers. Section 4 documents trading mechanisms that have evolved to allow indexers, at the least the larger ones, to minimize tracking errors while simultaneously capturing some of the costs of delegating investment decisions. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Strategies to Replicate the S&P 500
The S&P 500 is widely publicized, broad-based, and frequently used to benchmark returns.
The market value of the 500 stocks in the index is $11.7 trillion as of the end of 2000, or 68.7 percent of the market value of US publicly traded equity. Annually, S&P publishes a list of the leading S&P 500 fund managers and their assets under management. 4 These assets totaled nearly $1 trillion as of the end of 2000 ($870 billion in non-enhanced products and $63 billion in enhanced products) and represent 8.0 percent of the total market value of the index. The management of index funds is highly concentrated with the top three indexers managing 58 percent of all S&P 500 index funds-a fact that subsequent arguments will utilize.
The S&P 500
Each stock in the S&P 500 is weighted in proportion to the market value of its common stock. Unlike other broad indexes, such as the NYSE Composite, the Wilshire 5000, or the Russell 2000, the criteria for inclusion are subjective. According to S&P, the companies 3 US publicly traded equity is the sum of corporate equities held by U.S. investors, equity issued in the U.S. by U.S. corporations and held by foreigners, and U.S. holdings of foreign equity, as estimated For small changes, S&P waits until the end of the calendar quarter to update its index. In calculating the value of its index, S&P prices each stock by the price of the last transaction on the primary market. Consistent with this practice, the closing value of the index is based upon the closing prices on the primary market, not the consolidated closing prices across all markets.
Replication Strategies
S&P states that the two main strategies that indexers use to replicate the index are full, or exact, replication and sampling. 7 An exact-replication strategy requires holding all 500 stocks at all times in exact proportion to their weights in the index. Since changes to the index take place at the closing prices of the primary market, an indexer who wants no tracking error must buy the added stock and sell the deleted stocks at these closing prices.
Additionally, the indexer would also have to adjust its holdings in each of the other 499 stocks, except when the market values of the added and deleted stocks are identical-an unlikely event. Similarly, a change to the index, such as a reduction of shares outstanding when a company repurchases its own stock, would also require trading in all 500 stocks.
Sampling strategies maintain portfolios of fewer than 500 stocks. These include stratified sampling, holding only the largest stocks, and optimization procedures. These strategies are likely to produce greater tracking error, but have the potential of reducing trading costs, broadly defined, leading to enhanced returns.
The choice between exact replication and sampling is driven by the tradeoff that an indexer faces between enhancing returns and minimizing tracking errors. derivatives when "favorably priced," and it presumably utilizes "smart" trading techniques as well.
These tracking errors are small in comparison to those of more active management styles.
Of the equity funds that had been in existence throughout 2000, there were 922 non-index funds that Morningstar classified as large blend, the same classification that Morningstar assigns to S&P 500 index funds. Of these 922 funds, 76 has betas with respect to the S&P 500 from 0.98 to 1.02 and an R-squared of 90 percent or more, suggesting that they are being benchmarked to the S&P 500. The average tracking error was -34 basis points, which indicates lower returns than the index. The standard deviation of the tracking error was 383 basis points.
The Strategies of Mutual Funds
For the most part, mutual funds indexed to the S&P 500 hold every stock in the index, which is consistent with an exact-replication strategy. As of December 31, 2000, the Morningstar database contained information on 2,992 domestic diversified equity funds with a three-year track record and equity style indicator. 9 Their combined assets totaled $2.5 trillion. Of these 2,992 funds, 82 had in their name the words "index" or "S&P 500," or some variant.
Morningstar reports that all have a beta with respect to the S&P 500 of between 0.98 and 1.01, and all have an R-squared of 1.00. The assets of these funds represent 9.3 percent of the assets of these 2992 domestic diversified equity funds.
Of these 82 funds, 63 held between 499 and 502 stocks; 14 held more than 502 stocks, but none held more than 507 stocks; 3 held 466 to 487 stocks; 2, two classes of shares for the same fund, held only 240 stocks. These numbers are close to what would be expected if the 9 Many of these funds represent claims on the same portfolio of assets and are really just different classes of stock that a mutual fund issues, usually with different fee structures.
investment strategies of most S&P index funds approximate an exact-replication strategy. 
The Logic of an Exact Replication Strategy
That most mutual funds indexed to the S&P 500 hold approximately 500 stocks is no accident. It is virtually impossible to maintain tracking errors in the neighborhood of the 2 to 3 basis points as reported by Barclays without holding all 500 stocks in close proportions to the weights in the S&P 500.
Even if a portfolio has a seemingly high R-squared with respect to the S&P 500, tracking errors can be large. One sampling strategy is to invest in the largest 100 stocks. According to the model, such a strategy has a standard deviation is 20.53 percent, which is not much greater than 10 That most of these funds hold roughly 500 stocks does not in itself indicate that they follow an exactreplication strategy, as that would require that the weights of the stocks in their portfolios equal the weights in the S&P 500 at all times. Matching the stockholding information in Morningstar to the S&P holdings given in Vestek could not be done with sufficient accuracy to allow the needed comparison. the 20.28 percent for the index. However, the standard deviation of the tracking error is 145 basis points, even though the R-Squared of this strategy with respect to the index is 0.9951.
Even dropping one stock from the index may result in significant tracking error. Dropping Nabor, the largest of the smallest 250 stocks, leads to a tracking error with a standard deviation of 2.6 basis points per year. The standard deviation of this portfolio is the same as the index to four significant figures.
In sum, an indexer that wishes to maintain tracking errors of the small magnitudes of those of Barclays or Vanguard must invest in ways that closely approximate an exactreplication strategy. Otherwise, the tracking errors are likely to be larger than those observed in practice.
Enhancing an Index Return
If the prices of stocks added to and deleted from the S&P 500 do not always adjust fully The section begins with a description of the data.
Data
The primary data sources that were used in the calculating the returns of the early-trading strategy are Vestek, CRSP, and S&P Directory. The Vestek database provides for each stock in the index the following month-end data: Cusip number, shares outstanding, and the month-end closing price. 
The Early-Trading Strategy
From 1995 through 2000, the price returns (the return without dividends) for the earlytrading strategy exceeded the corresponding returns on the S&P 500 by an average of 1.6 basis points per month. 12 The standard deviation of the monthly tracking error was 6.90 basis points. Thus, the t-statistic for the null hypothesis that the additional return is zero The correlation between the monthly returns of the early-trading strategy and the S&P On occasion, the shares outstanding from the two sources differ substantially. Since the Vestek numbers are contemporaneous and those from CRSP are not, the Vestek numbers on shares outstanding are used to track more closely the shares used by S&P. To obtain shares outstanding within a month, the month-end shares outstanding from Vestek are adjusted forward using the share adjustment factors from CRSP. When there is an addition within a month, the month-end shares outstanding from Vestek for that month for that security are adjusted backwards, again using CRSP data. 12 The opening price for Nasdaq stocks is the volume-weighted average price over the first 30 second after 9:30. Cf. Market Regulation Committee. In a limited number of cases, a stock begins trading only on or after the time at which it is added. In that case, it was purchased at the closing price on the change date, or if this price was not available, at the opening price following the change date. The opening price for NYSE stocks is the price of the first reported trade on the NYSE. the early-trading strategy and 4.2528 percent-the same to three significant figures. That portfolios with such similar total returns could result in a standard deviation of tracking error of 6.90 basis points per month is illustrative of how sensitive tracking error is to small deviations from an exact-replication strategy.
The magnitude of this tracking error is driven almost exclusively by the less-than-perfect correlation between the returns on the early-trading-strategy and those on the S&P 500 itself, and not by the differences in standard deviations of these two return series. If the standard deviation of the returns for the early-trading strategy were the same to four decimal places as the standard deviation of total return of the S&P, namely 4.2541 percent per month, the usual formula for the standard deviation of the difference of two random variables with a correlation of 0.9998683 shows that the standard deviation for the tracking error is still 6.90 basis points. Only if the standard deviations of the tracking errors were reported to four significant figures would there be a difference.
The overall risk characteristics of the early-trade returns and the index returns are virtually the same. The standard deviation of either is the same to three significant figures-4.25 percent per month, and further the covariances of either any other assets are virtually the same. 13 In the mean-variance space, the early-trading strategy with its enhanced return virtually dominates the index. Yet, index fund managers may eschew this early-trading strategy, as potential tracking errors with a standard deviation of 23.9 basis points per year may be unacceptable.
A possible criticism of the above analysis is that the returns for the early-trading strategy are based upon the shares outstanding from Vestek, which are not exactly the same as those that S&P uses. As mentioned above, S&P does not adjust immediately the number of shares outstanding for changes of less than five percent, but waits until the end of the quarter, while Vestek may adjust the number of shares it reports at other intervals. To determine the sensitivity of the incremental returns of the early-trading strategy to this difference, the study recalculated the S&P 500 index using the closing prices from CRSP and the month end outstanding shares from Vestek adjusted forward or backward within a month using the share adjustments from CRSP. This recalculated series is the same as S&P would have calculated had it used these publicly available data.
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The monthly returns of the early-trading strategy averaged 2.3 basis points more than the recalculated index-slightly greater than the 1.6 basis point reported above. The standard deviation of the monthly tracking error is 5.1 basis points, slightly less than the 6.9 basis points reported above. 15 Thus, the results stand whether the returns on the earlytrading strategy are compared to the actual S&P 500 or to the recalculated the index. The enhancement in returns is economically important, but the magnitude of the tracking errors is greater than those of Barclays and Vanguard.
Indexers' Investment Strategies
If there were no transaction costs, an indexer could guarantee a tracking error of zero by trading at the closing prices on the day of a change to the index. Thus, if all indexers 14 This recalculated series utilizes the consolidated closing prices for NYSE stocks, while S&P utilizes the closing prices on the NYSE. The following footnote compares the returns on the published S&P 500 with those on this recalculated index and finds that the two series are very close.
15 It is instructive to compare the published S&P 500 index with the recalculated index. The standard deviation of monthly returns are similar: 4.253 percent for the published index and 4.247 for the recalculated index. The correlation between the two indexes is 0.9999312. Yet, the standard deviation of the difference of the monthly returns between the two indexes is 5.0 basis points. Thus, an indexer who wants to maintain annual tracking errors of just several basis points must weight its portfolio with the virtually the same number of shares that S&P uses in its own calculation. In meet this need, S&P sells this information in a product titled Index Alert, which is updated four times a day.
followed such an exact-replication strategy, one might think that the volume at the close on the change day would be a minimum of eight percent of the outstanding shares of any company added to or deleted from the index. However, some changes to the index require no trading at all, and others an indeterminate amount of trading. This section begins with a description of the types of changes that are made to the index and their trading implications for exact-replication indexers. This section then analyzes those changes where a minimum volume of eight percent is expected.
Types of Changes and Trading Activity
The type of change dictates the required trading activity of exact-replication indexers. When S&P adds a company not already in the index (a non-S&P company), or deletes an S&P company, an exact-replication indexer must buy or sell the affected stock in proportion to its market value. Of all types of additions, this type requires the maximum trading. By contrast, some changes allow an indexer a choice of two or more stocks in which to trade, and thus the trading in each security is indeterminate. An example is the creation of a new S&P firm from a merger of an S&P firm and a non-S&P firm. Here the indexer could buy the S&P firm or the non-S&P firm, or both, in proper amounts to acquire a position in the surviving firm proportional to its ultimate market value. Finally, some additions or deletions require no trading at all: for example, a separation of an S&P company into two new S&P companies, a merger of two S&P companies into a new S&P company, or an acquisition of an S&P company by another S&P company.
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Over the six years from 1995 through 2000, S&P announced 235 changes to the S&P 500, each involving both an addition and a deletion. There were more changes in the last three years (147) of the sample than in the first three years (88). The number of Nasdaq 16 When two S&P companies combine to form a new S&P company, S&P deletes the two companies and adds the new S&P company and a non-S&P company. When an S&P company acquires another S&P company, the acquired company is dropped and another non-S&P company added. With any deletion, there is a matching addition, which must be a non-S&P company. Trading would be required for this addition.
companies that S&P has added has gradually increased from 4 of 33 companies in 1995 to 24 of 58 stocks in 2000.
Since the focus of this section is how indexers trade, the following analyses utilize only those additions and deletions requiring maximum trading: 184 additions and 59 deletions.
There were four additions with more than 30 days between the announcement and the change days, and these were dropped in view of the possibility of intervening events. There were 13 deletions with an opening price on the change day of less than $5.00, and these were dropped as the percentage bid-ask spread is large for these types of stocks. In 2000, Nasdaq phased in after-hour trading and commingled the reporting of such trading with the closing trades, making it impossible to identify closing volume. This commingling involved 19 Nasdaq additions, and these were dropped from any analysis involving volume.
Definitions
Since the trading activity of an exact-replication indexer is proportional to a firm's shares outstanding, the volume numbers in this paper are always expressed as a percentage of shares outstanding. Normal daily volume for a stock is defined as the average daily volume over the 40 trading days prior to and including the day of the announcement. The volume on the day of the announcement is included, as the announcement always occurs after the close of trading on the primary market. The term "day" will always mean a trading day. Daily abnormal volume for a stock is defined as the difference between the actual volume for that day and the corresponding normal volume for that stock. Cumulative abnormal volume over a number of days is the sum of the daily abnormal volumes over those days.
The study also presents actual, or unadjusted, volumes for specific intervals within a day, such as from 9:30 to 10:00 or at the close, and gives the normal volume for the same time intervals for comparison purposes. The normal volume for any such interval is defined as the average actual volume for that interval over the prior 40 days preceding the announcement.
Trading Volume
The trading volume at the close on a change day is approximately half of the eight percent that would be required if all S&P 500 indexers were to follow an exact-replication strategy.
For example, the volume at the close for additions of NYSE stocks averages 3.6 percent of the shares outstanding when the announcement precedes the change by two or more days and 4.3 percent when the change occurs the day following the announcement ( Table 2 ).
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The corresponding figure for Nasdaq stocks is 5.8 percent. On the surface, this suggests that indexers more closely approximate exact-replication strategies for Nasdaq stocks. However, Nasdaq is a dealers' market, and in a dealers' market a trade from one public investor to another is typically reported twice. For example, a public investor might sell shares to a dealer (one report), and the dealer in turn might resell the shares to another public investor (another report). There can also be trades between dealers (a further report). To estimate the magnitude of this "multiple counting," Nasdaq was kind enough to provide the data necessary to determine the actual proportion of volume due to public investors for each added or deleted Nasdaq stock analyzed here. These data imply that the volume that ultimately represents trades from one public investor to another is 47.8 percent of the reported volume.
Thus, the closing volume of 5.8 percent should be adjusted downwards to 2.8 percent to make the volume numbers comparable to those of NYSE stocks. With this adjustment, there is somewhat less trading at the close for Nasdaq stocks than for NYSE stocks.
If many indexers followed the early-trading strategy, the volume in the first half hour of trading on the day following the announcement should be much greater than normal. For NYSE stocks, this initial volume from 9:30 until 10:00 on the day following the announcement 17 These percentages exclude trading on the Pacific Stock Exchange from the close of NYSE trading through 4:30 Eastern Time. During this half hour, trading on this Exchange is accomplished through an auction market, and it is not possible to guarantee that an execution will occur at the closing price of the NYSE. There were 79 additions with trading on the Pacific during this half hour with an average volume of 0.04 percent. There were 17 deletions with an average volume of 0.08 percent. Excluding this volume has virtually no effect on the substantially larger numbers in the text and table.
when this announcement precedes the change by two or more days is only 0.14 percent of the shares outstanding for additions, compared to 0.04 percent for a normal a day, and 0.15 percent for deletions, compared to 0.05 percent for a normal day. 18 The Nasdaq volume is difficult to interpret because of the potential double counting; thus, the subsequent analyses (Table 3) .
Liquidity at the Close
Though not all indexed assets trade at the close on a change day, there is still a significant volume at the close, presumably due in part to indexers. This section examines two questions: 
Trading Procedures
The closing mechanisms on Nasdaq and the NYSE differ. The NYSE has a formal mechanism that determines the closing price and guarantees an investor an execution at that price.
Nasdaq has no such mechanism. Nasdaq defines the closing price as the price of the last reported trade.
19 There is no direct way for an investor to participate in this trade. For a Nasdaq stock, an investor that wishes to trade at the closing price must enter into a bilateral agreement with a counterparty. After observing the closing price, the counterparty will trade the agreed number of shares at that price. In view of the differences in these closing mechanisms, the two market are analyzed separately.
Nasdaq
On Nasdaq, a counterparty that enters into a bilateral agreement to trade with an indexer at the closing price can obtain the required shares in several ways: buy on its own account the agreed upon shares prior to the close on the change date, sell shares short at the closing price on the change date and cover later, or arrange for another investor, like a hedge fund, to provide the shares. Similarly, in the case of a deletion, the counterparty can sell short prior to the close and cover by buying from the indexer, buy from the indexer at the close and sell later, or arrange for a third party to buy the indexer's shares.
According to the interviewed practitioners, counterparties sometimes pay indexers for entering into such bilateral agreements to trade at the close, and the empirical evidence below confirms this observation. If a counterparty is willing to pay, it must be the case that 19 The close of trading on NASDAQ is 4:00 Eastern Time, with an allowance of 90 seconds for lags in reporting of trades, and the closing price is the price of the last reported trade. There are various time stamps associated with any trade. The closing prices reported on CRSP are not always the same as the price of the last trade reported on TAQ. Thus, the time stamp on TAQ is not the time stamp used in determining the closing price. In the analysis below, the closing price for Nasdaq stocks is therefore taken from CRSP.
it receives some type of benefit. One possible benefit is that a counterparty that intends to take a large speculative position would know to whom that position can be unwound; of course, the indexer also benefits by knowing that the trade will take place at the closing price. Another possible benefit is that a counterparty that enters into such an agreement to trade a large position knows the trading strategy of that indexer. With that knowledge, the counterparty can extract more information from reported volume and prices. For example, if there were a print of a large trade a couple of hours prior to the close, the counterparty may be better able to assess the future trading strategies of other traders and indexers.
To explain payment from a counterparty to an indexer, it is not enough to say that a counterparty may receive benefits from entering into a bilateral agreement to trade at the close. The counterparty would not pay unless it had to. Thus, it must be the case that either (1) the indexer is worse off from entering into a bilateral agreement and requires compensation, or (2) the indexer has sufficient market power to extract a portion of the counterparty's benefits. The first reason is unlikely since the indexer minimizes tracking error by trading at the closing price. The second reason is consistent with the previously reported high concentration in the management of indexed assets.
NYSE
Unlike Nasdaq, the NYSE has a formal closing mechanism or auction, which guarantees the execution of a previously submitted market-on-close (MOC) order. Thus, indexers do not need to enter into bilateral agreements with counterparties to trade NYSE stocks at the closing price, as they do for Nasdaq stocks. However, practitioners indicate that such bilateral agreements exist and that indexers are paid to enter into these agreements. The evidence below confirms that such bilateral agreements do indeed exist.
On the NYSE, agents can provide liquidity to indexers by entering MOC orders, rather than using bilateral agreements, and be assured of execution at the NYSE closing price.
The question then is what would induce a counterparty to pay an indexer to enter into an agreement to trade at the closing price, rather than participating in the NYSE closing auction. Consider an addition to the index and an agent that seeks to profit from providing liquidity to large indexers. In submitting a MOC sell order, that agent faces uncertainty in that the MOC price will depend upon the trading strategy of large indexers. The agent might expect a closing price of P h if a particular large indexer submits a MOC buy order, but a lesser price P l if that indexer follows some alternative trading strategy. By entering into a bilateral agreement with that indexer, the agent has the assurance that that indexer will buy a specific number of shares at the close, resulting in an expected closing price of P h . Again, as on Nasdaq, a counterparty that enters into a bilateral agreement with a large indexer may obtain valuable knowledge of the trading strategy of that indexer.
In principle, the two parties could submit their matched orders to the floor of the NYSE for execution at the close, but the evidence below suggests that at least some of these bilateral agreements are executed and reported on non-NYSE markets. One possible reason for this choice is that one or both may not want to expose their large orders to the floor of the NYSE if such exposure might have a deleterious effect upon the closing price. Another possible reason is that it is easier to enforce the agreement on a non-NYSE market as there is some anonymity on the NYSE floor.
Some Institutional Detail
Establishing the existence of bilateral agreements and payments for entering into such agreements utilizes specific institutional details in the execution of trades and the reporting of their prices. If a dealer trades from its own inventory with a public investor, a so-called principal trade, the dealer charges no commission, profiting solely from the spread. The reported price is the net price. If a dealer facilitates a trade between two public investors, a so-called agency trade, the dealer would normally charge a commission. The price reported on the tape is the gross price, before commissions. The net or actual price to either party is the gross price adjusted for any commissions.
During the years of this study, most trades in Nasdaq stocks were principal trades. This institutional fact can be used to establish that payments are made to enter into bilateral agreements. To illustrate with an addition, an indexer might enter into a bilateral agreement with a dealer to buy a predetermined number of shares at the closing price less a "payment" The existence of bilateral agreements for NYSE stocks can be established by exploiting specific reporting procedures for trades in these stocks. The NYSE has a formal mechanism to determine the price and volume of the last trade. This trade determines the closing price.
After the report of this trade, any further trades in NYSE stocks cannot be reported on the NYSE and must be reported through some other venue, primarily regional exchanges or Nasdaq. Thus, trades subject to bilateral agreements would have to be reported on these other venues after the close on the NYSE. If most trades of NYSE stocks are agency trades, the price of most of the trades reported after the close on the NYSE would be the NYSE closing price.
Payments
For Nasdaq stocks, an exact-replication indexer that entered into an agreement to buy or sell at the close but at a better price than the closing price would effectively be receiving a "payment." When an indexer is buying at the close, a better price from the indexer's point of view is a price that is less than the closing price. Consistent with the existence of such payments, 61 percent of the closing volume for additions of Nasdaq stocks is reported with a price less than the closing price (Table 4) . 20 Approximately 30 percent is reported at the closing price, which is consistent with the waiving of "commissions." Only 9.9 percent of the closing volume is reported with a price greater than the closing price, which is consistent with the payment of "commissions." When an indexer is selling at the close, a better price from the indexer's point of view is a price that is greater than the closing price. Again consistent with the existence of payments, 70 percent of the closing volume is reported at a price greater than the closing price. These results are consistent with counterparties paying indexers to participate in trades at the closing price.
Bilateral Agreements
The existence of bilateral agreements to trade NYSE stocks at the NYSE closing price would be established if there were a substantial volume in NYSE stocks reported after the NYSE close on other markets at the NYSE closing price. Consistent with this observation, roughly one third of the closing volume for additions of NYSE stocks is reported on non-NYSE markets, and roughly one quarter for deletions. The difference between the closing price and reported better price averaged 0.3 percent of the closing price, which is 15 cents on a 50-dollar stock. This average should be interpreted as an upper bound on the size of the "payments" to indexers. It is an upper bound because of the possibility that the trade to the indexer involves two reported trades. A market maker may have agreed to buy the shares from a hedge fund at 0.45 percent less than the closing price and to sell these shares at 0.15 percent less than the closing price. The average discount is 0.3 percent, but the payment to the indexer is just 0.15 percent.
21 For comparison, the average daily percentage of the closing volume of NYSE stocks in the S&P 500 reported on non-NYSE markets is 7.6 percent from 1995 through 2000. This average is calculated first by averaging for each trading day the percentage of closing volume for NYSE stocks in the S&P 500 that is reported on non-NYSE markets and second by averaging these daily averages across days.
at the NYSE closing price after the NYSE close. However, this evidence is consistent with the existence of bilateral agreements to trade NYSE stocks at the closing price.
Returns
Counterparties that sell shares added to the index to indexers at the closing price on the change day can provide that liquidity in two ways: Buy the shares prior to the close on the change day or sell the shares short at the close (and cover the short sale at a later date).
To make these trades profitable on average, these liquidity providers must expect prices to adjust upwards gradually to the close on the change day and then fall following the change.
The reverse pattern must occur for deletions, with a drop in price and then an increase.
These patterns of abnormal returns are consistent with prior studies. This section confirms these patterns using the more recent years of this study.
The average returns from the close on the announcement day to the close on the change day are 10.0 percent for additions and -10.2 percent for deletions ( Table 5 ). The magnitude of these returns is greater than those in earlier studies, perhaps reflecting the growth of indexed assets, but are close to those found in the recent study by Bos (2000) . Consistent with the incremental returns for the early-trading strategy, 63 percent of the adjustments for additions occurs by the next morning's open when the announcement precedes the change day by two or more day. The remaining 37 percent of the adjustment occurs from the opening following the announcement to the change day and presents potential trading opportunities. This adjustment is faster than the adjustment found by Beneish and Whaley (1996) In equilibrium, liquidity providers must expect sufficient compensation for the risks to which they expose themselves in providing liquidity to indexers. For a large trade, these risks could be substantial. For example, the average returns for additions from the open following the announcement to the close on the change day when the announcement precedes the change day by two or more days is 3.7 percent, but the standard deviation of this return is 9.8 percent-nearly three times the average return. The required return will depend upon the amount of additional risk that must be borne. The dollar magnitude of this risk to any individual counterparty depends upon the size of its position, the degree to which it can hedge the risk, and the cost of the hedge.
22 The observed pattern of average returns is consistent with this equilibrium.
Conclusion
The largest S&P 500 indexers maintain minimal tracking errors, often within several basis points of the index. To maintain such small errors, an indexer must follow a nearly exactreplication strategy. Even dropping one stock for a year can produce significant tracking error. That virtually every S&P 500 mutual fund holds very close to 500 stocks is evidence of how important is the magnitude of the tracking error.
The pioneering work of Beneish and Whaley (1996) find that stock prices adjust only gradually to an announcement by S&P of a change to its index. They conjecture that this gradual adjustment will give way to an immediate adjustment if indexers begin to trade earlier to capture any abnormal returns. This paper, which examines a later period than Beneish and Whaley (1966) , finds that this lack of adjustment has persisted and that an While not all indexers trade at the close on the change day, there is still significant volume at the close. One might expect that large indexers, those who have bargaining power, would try to recover some of these foregone abnormal returns in a way that guarantees minimal tracking errors. They could accomplish this goal by entering into bilateral agreements with counterparties that would guarantee an execution at the closing price with a payment of some type for entering into such an agreement. The paper finds evidence that such "payments" exist for Nasdaq stocks. It finds also that such bilateral agreements exist for NYSE stocks, even though the formal closing mechanism of the NYSE guarantees an execution at the closing price.
Market mechanisms have thus evolved that allow some indexers, probably the larger ones with bargaining power, to execute at the closing price while recapturing some of the abnormal returns that counterparties expect to realize. The counterparties will not give up the entire expected abnormal returns as they must receive an appropriate compensation for the risks that they are bearing in providing liquidity at the close. If so, and if indexers must keep their tracking errors to a minimum, one would expect that the adjustment in prices to a change in the index would never be immediate. It is this gradual adjustment in prices both before and after the close on the change date that compensates counterparties for the risks that they bear in providing liquidity to indexers.
Appendix
To demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of the magnitude of tracking errors to slight deviations from index weights, consider a world in which there are 500 stocks with the same market values as those of the 500 stocks in the S&P 500 as of the end of 2000. In this world, assume that the function that generates the returns of each stock is statistically identical.
By maintaining identical return-generating functions for each stock, the subsequent analysis can concentrate on the effects of changing the weights on the component stocks.
The return-generating function of each stock is the one-factor model
where π is a mean-zero factor common to all securities and i is a mean-zero independent disturbance for each security i. By selecting the variance of π to be 0.04 and the variance of to be 0.12, the common factor π will explain 25 percent of the variance of the total return.
In this model, the return for the S&P 500 is
where 500 is a weighted average of the 's for the 500 component stocks and the weights are proportional to the market values of the actual stocks in the index as of the end of 2000.
The variance of r 500 is the sum of the variance of the common factor and the variance of the weighted average of the unique disturbances. The resulting standard deviation of r 500 is thus 20.28, 28 basis points greater than that of the common factor.
Similarly, the return of a portfolio invested in a subset of n of the 500 stocks in the index, where the weight given to each stock is proportional to its market value, is the same form as equation (2) . The difference is that 500 is replaced with some other weighted average n .
S&P has suggested that some indexers buy only the largest stocks. In this stylized model, the standard deviation of a value-weighted portfolio of the largest 100 stocks in the index is 0.9951, which is 1.00 to two decimal places. Yet, the standard deviation of the tracking error is 145 basis points per year.
Even deleting a single stock can introduce meaningful tracking error. Consider dropping Nabor, whose market value as of the end of 2000 is the median of all 500 stocks. Specifically, Nabor is the largest stock of the smallest 250 stocks with a market value of $8.7 billion, which represents just 0.07 percent of the market value of the 500 stocks in the index. If this one stock is dropped and investments are maintained in the other 499 stocks in market proportions, the standard deviation of the portfolio return remains the same as that of the S&P 500 to four decimal places, but the standard deviation of the tracking error is 2.6 basis points. Table 2 Intraday Volume as a Percent of Outstanding Shares for Changes to the S&P 500 Index
1996-2000
Panel A presents the normal volume as a percent of shares outstanding in the pre-event period for the indicated time periods. Normal volume is the average daily volume in the 40 trading days preceding the announcement averaged over the indicated events. Panel B presents the actual volume for changes when the annoucement precedes the change day by two or more days. It contains the actual volume on the day following the annoucement and on the change day. The adjusted Nasdaq close volume is the reported Nasdaq volume adjusted downwards for the "double counting" that occurs in a dealer market. Panel C presents the actual volume on the change day when the change occurs the day following the announcement. The closing volume for NYSE-listed stocks is defined as the closing volume on the NYSE plus all volume reported on Nasdaq and the regional exchanges after that close. Volume on the Pacific from the close on the NYSE through 4:30 Eastern Time is dropped. The closing volume for Nasdaq-listed stocks is the volume of the last trade plus the volume of all trades after the close with a T condition code. Table 4 Detailed Breakdown of Closing Volume on Change Day for Changes to the S&P 500 Index
Additions

1996-2000
This table breaks down the closing volume according according to the market place to which it is reported. It also breaks down the non-NYSE volume in NYSE-listed stocks according the reported price relative to the NYSE closing price. It further breaks down Nasdaq volume reported with a condition code of T and after the close of trading on Nasdaq according to the reported price relative to the Nasdaq closing price. CRISP is the source of the Nasdaq closing price. A better price for an addition is a price that is less than the closing price, and for a deletion, a price that is greater than the closing price. Equal and worse prices are similarly defined. The closing volume for NYSE-listed stocks is defined as the closing volume on the NYSE plus all volume reported on Nasdaq and the regional exchanges after that close. Volume on the Pacific from the close on the NYSE through 4:30 Eastern Time is dropped. The closing volume for Nasdaq-listed stocks is the volume of the last trade plus the volume of all trades after the close with a T condition code. Since volume cannot be negative, any average volume greater than zero is significant at any arbitrary level. 
